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COMPANY : United Instruments of LUCILIN 

First name : Virginia 

Last name : Florez 

e-mail : virginia.florez@lucilin.lu 

 

Describe your company in a few words :  

"United Instruments of LUCILIN" (founded in 1999)  is the first Chamber music ensemble 
in Luxembourg dedicated to the promotion and creation of works from the 20th an 21st 
century. 

LUCILIN is a creation platform gathering interpreters, composers and artists of every 
board. its aesthetic horizon covers all fields of contemporary creation 

LUCILIN" touch their audience not only by acoustic sensations, but also in an intellectual, 
spiritual and visual way: traditional concerts alternate with music theatre, light dramaturgy 
and scenic performance of compositions or introduction and live discussion with the 
composers. 

 

Which project would you like to present during your speedmeeting sessions :  

United Instruments of Lucilin, together with the Philharmonie and the Grand Theatre of 
Luxembourg has commission two pieces to be premiered next year (in april and may, 
respectively).  
 
The first one, Music of imaginary beings, is one hour fiction-concert for 8 musiciens, 
automats and electronics inspired by the poetry of Jorge Luis Borges, the Argentinian poet. 
Arturo Fuentes, the Mexican composer, wants to pay his personal hommage to Borges on 
the 30th anniversary of his dead. 
 
Our second project to present during our speed meeting sessions is Wonderful Deluxe! an 
stirring chamber opera written by the french composer Brice Pauset directed by the 
scenographer Stéphane Guishlain Roussel. Inspired by a modern day celebrity (Paris 
Hilton), Brice Pauset wants to draw out a portrait of “human nature” from its extremes and 
that is why he choses as the main character one of those “it-girls” who are on every fashion 
and people magazines. This piece, one hour longer, is written for counter-tenor (Dominique 
Vise), chamber choir and 11 musiciens 

More info on www.lucilin.lu 


